
Mathematica Project 5: due May, 7th, at 11:59pm

Multivariate Calculus, MTH 212, Spring 2018

Turn in the project by uploading your Mathematica notebook to the appropriate folder

at http://LIVE.wilkes.edu at anytime before 11:59 pm on Wednesday, 5/7/18.

The name of your .nb file should identify you clearly. (A good example of a name could be

John Smith Project2.nb.)

Inside your notebook:

Use the text input mode to start your notebook with your name and project number.

Make sure all the problems are clearly labeled and all questions answered.

(Failure to follow these directions will result in lost points.) Make sure that you get the

required output by evaluating the notebook, but before submitting, delete all output

from your notebook - you can find the corresponding command under ”Cell” in your

notebook top panel.

Note: sorry, but late projects will not be accepted.

Use Lab sample notebooks 6 and 7 posted on the web page to get some help

with the project.

1. (25pts) Working with the solid region E described in your Problem 2 of WeBWorK 11,

use Mathematica to:

(a) graph the solid E;

(b) set up and evaluate all six integrals to find the volume of E six times (Make sure

you get the same value all six times!)

2. (25pts) Find the centroid of the solid described in Exercise 38 on page 805 in your text.

Use Mathematica to do all the computations (you need integrals for the first moments

and the mass, but do not forget to use symmetry if any) and graph the surfaces

bounding the region using SphericalPLot3D and/or ParametricPlot3D, together with

the centroid (make it big enough to be seen - you can graph it as a small ball). Use



“Opacity” option to make the surfaces transparent enough so that the centroid can be

seen.

3. (25pts) Working with Exercise 29 on page 839 in your text, use Mathematica to draw

4 pictures showing all possible combinations of a vector field with a curve, and for each

picture use Mathematica to compute the circulation and the flux. Label your pictures

and show your work clearly. (See examples in Lab sample notebook 7 for help.)

4. (25pts) Working with Exercise 20 on page 872 in your text, use Mathematica to:

(a) graph the described surface using ContourPlot3D ;

(b) graph the described surface using ParametricPlot3D (for this, you need to choose

a parameterization of the surface first);

(c) evaluate the integral for the area of the surface.


